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Sasha Black was a quiet, typical twenty year- old finishing her nursing degree at the local college. Then the world as she knew it
ended on the night of her twenty-first birthday. She was left alone in the world, and then she met Dr. Adam Connors. Soon she
discovered that monsters in nightmares were her reality. It was up to the Connors brothers to keep her safe without her walking
away and taking Adam's heart with her.
In 1889 Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman met in a Lower East Side coffee shop. Over the next fifty years they became fast
friends, fleeting lovers, and loyal comrades. This dual biography offers a glimpse into their intertwined lives, the influence of the
anarchist movement they shaped, and their unyielding commitment to equality and justice.
The breakout blockbuster Australian crime of 2021. Warring families on the streets of Western Sydney, a debt that must be paid in
blood, and a love story surviving against the odds.
The continuation of Strength in Numbers. This is book 6 Power Hungry. Welcome to a world of magical friendships and unlikely
bonds. Join Sasha and family. Prepare for adventure.
Lacey Szdoka stays busy as the hyena queen, but after her fiancé’s death, nothing seems to matter. She wants to finish off the
evil pack outside the city, hunt down the mastermind behind their dark crimes, and drag the hyena clan into legitimacy. Even the
grinning Nick, with his smooth pick-up lines and bad boy attitude, isn't enough to distract her from her duty. Until he claims to be
her mate, which is impossible -- her mate is already dead. Nick prefers life as a lone wolf until Lacey walks into his life. His last
mission, to free his employer and finally kill the man behind all the crimes in the city, should have been a piece of cake. Instead, he
finds himself dealing with witches and sorcerers and an ill-tempered leprechaun, and fighting to convince Lacey that he's her mate.
As they attempt to free the victims trapped in between worlds, old enemies return to finish what they started. Nick will give
anything to keep Lacey safe, including his own life. Lacey must face an unnerving choice: stay on as the hyena queen and die
young, or do what has never been done before -- abdicate, walk away, and start life over. She aches to break free and find out
what adventures the world holds, but can she really walk away from her family and responsibility? Can she trust Nick when he
promises the world?
Five Vaxxlian brothers claim their mates... After their homeworld is destroyed, along with most of their females, all Vaxxlian
warriors must work to rebuild their entire civilization--including finding a way to procreate. Once they discover they're compatible
with human females, they set out to find as many as possible. Follow the stories of brothers Deza, Stax, Kirn, Fynd, and Zann as
they search for the unsuspecting human females who will belong to them forever. This sweet but steamy sci-fi alien romance
collection includes all five books in the Vaxxlian Mates series. Featuring: Alien Protector Alien Healer Alien Giant Alien Brute Alien
Hunter
*The must-have third book in the gorgeous Lost and Found series from Cathy Cassidy, bestselling author of the Chocolate Box
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Girls* Sasha has it all. She's the lead singer of an amazing band and the coolest boy in school has a crush on her. Nobody notices
that Sasha's starting to feel overwhelmed. When a world-famous rock star invites the band to record music at his country mansion
and Sasha starts having blackouts, she knows she won't be able to keep her anxiety hidden for much longer. With the fate of the
Lost & Found in her hands, will Sasha's secret tear them apart?
Davis Harrison ruins things. He was supposed to form a pack and lead as alpha, but that future felt like a cage, so he paved his
own path as a gambler who now owes money to the mob. Problem? Yeah. Big time. Especially when repaying old debts puts
Davis and everyone he cares about in danger. Enter Davis’s best friend and omega wolf, Ken Isben. Ken promised himself not to
get involved with Davis and his schemes – that ship sailed a long time ago. Ken has a life, a home and a steady job. But every
instinct tells Ken that Davis is his mate, and if he’s not there to pick up the pieces, who will? But helping a friend in need is harder
than it seems when that friend is as sexy as Davis. Even if Davis claims he’s straight that doesn’t keep the charming alpha from
getting close to Ken in every way possible – igniting hidden desires and rekindling a lust Ken thought he got over years before.
The line between friends and lovers blurs, but is it enough to heal their wounds, repair their broken pack and fall in love? Contains
graphic gay sex scenes and violence.

Sasha Stone has been sheltered her entire life. At the age of 18, Sasha has seen very little of the world. After convincing
her overprotective parents that she needs some royal duties, she is finally allowed to leave pack lands. Sasha's tour of
America's pack begins in White Crest, where her parents feel she will be the safest. Sasha soon realizes her parents
were wrong. She isn't safe; her heart isn't.
I'm an illusionist, not a psychic. Going on TV is supposed to advance my career, but things go wrong. Like vampires and
zombies kind of wrong. My name is Sasha Urban, and this is how I learned what I am.
Sasha Andromeda by Paul D. Escudero The sequel to Jeeapa, Sasha Andromeda continues with issues concerning
Earth’s galactic quarantine prompting the Mergenky alien race to send a mission to the Andromeda Galaxy to intervene.
Due to Mergenky concern about the priority of this mission, they send the same crew that figured so heavily in the
Jeeapa campaign. When traveling so far away to uncharted worlds normally beyond the reach, the crew’s challenges
are compounded by the corruption of the ship’s computer that takes on a human psychology and puts the entire mission
at risk.
He was one of the most feared creatures in the supernatural world, and yet, she was drawn to him unlike any other. His
scent ignited her thirst. The sight of him drove her mad with want... Lovers forever—or enemies to the death? Sasha
Ivanov was born to be wild. A vampire party girl, she stalks the L.A. clubs at night. Dancing. Drinking. Indulging her
darkest appetites. Never sated, she’s always looking for more: more danger, more excitement, more blood. But when
she enters a supernatural fight club—and is tethered to her mortal enemy—Sasha realizes she’s playing the most
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dangerous game of all... Ewan Brún was born to kill vampires. A powerful berserker and unbeaten champion, he doesn’t
need a weapon to be deadly. He is the weapon. But when his soul becomes captive to the most beautiful vampire he’s
ever seen, he is all but powerless. He cannot resist Sasha—and cannot fight his desires. Is their love strong enough to
defeat the gathering forces of darkness that threatens to destroy them both? “The chemistry is electric.” —San Francisco
Book Reviews on The Last True Vampire
8 original stories! This month, Harlequin Presents brings you eight original passionate stories in one convenient bundle!
This Harlequin Presents bundle includes new releases Defiant in the Desert and The Sheikh's Undoing by USA TODAY
bestselling author Sharon Kendrick, The Prince She Never Knew and Khaladov's Last Mistress by USA TODAY
bestselling author Kate Hewitt, Rumors on the Red Carpet and The Talk of Hollywood by USA TODAY bestselling author
Carole Mortimer and His Ultimate Prize and The Price of Success by Maya Blake. Glamor and Passion collide with 8 new
romances every month from Harlequin Presents!
In a thrilling romance from New York Times bestselling author Kay Hooper, a sensual enchantress shows an earthbound
adventurer how to harness the power of fate. Warrior, sorceress, and siren, Siri is the guardian of the last herd of golden
unicorns. She was born to fulfill her destiny, but now this once peaceful world she loves is in danger, threatened by the
arrival of two men: brothers, rivals, and heirs to a doomed kingdom. Both seek the prize Siri guards, but only one
possesses the heart and courage to win that prize. Only one has the strength to capture a legend with love—a forbidden
passion that could save or destroy all that Siri protects. For the man called Hunter Morgan is more powerful than even he
knows. . . . Hunter comes from a world at war, with machines, with reality, with itself. His birthright as protector of the
planet comes at a heavy cost, for now his only choice is to defeat his own brother. What begins as a test of strength
becomes an epic battle to save a beautiful woman born out of legend. With the intoxicating force of Siri’s love, Hunter’s
legacy is at last revealed. But first he must put an end to the treachery and peril that could destroy them both. This ebook
includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
Winning is everything for Rafael de Cervantes Racing driver Rafael is a devil behind the wheel and in the bedroom until a
major crash puts him out of action. Rafael masks his crippling pain the only way he knows how…by seducing his beautiful
physio, Raven Blass! Raven is in hell…literally. Resisting Rafael is hard enough without knowing she was responsible for
the scars on his sculpted body. Once he discovers the truth, he'll walk away. But will virgin Raven risk a night in Rafael's
bed?
Minnesota Archive Editions uses digital technology to make long-unavailable books once again accessible to scholars,
students, researchers, and general readers. Rich with historical and cultural value, these works are published unaltered
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from the original University of Minnesota Press editions. The books offered through Minnesota Archive Editions are
produced in limited quantities according to customer demand and are available through select distribution partners.
Now available in one volume, four fast-paced, suspense-packed legal thrillers in the USA TODAY bestselling Sasha
McCandless series! Informed Consent (Book 8): When Leo finds the father he never knew and Sasha represents
assisted living facility residents who’ve been the unwitting subjects of medical research, they must each decide what
they’re willing to risk in the name of family. International Incident (Book 9): Sasha and Leo take an adults-only curise for
some much-needed R&R. Once the ship's in international waters, Sasha sees something she shouldn't have and they
find themselves in serious danger. Outside the jurisdiction of organized law enforcement, they’re forced to take matters
into their own hands. Imminent Peril (Book 10): When Sasha pummels a harasser during an altercation in a bar, she’s
sentenced to an anger management diversion program and discovers a cover-up with deadly implications. The Humble
Salve (Novella 4; Book 10.5): When an old enemy and an old friend both come back into the picture, Sasha learns
whether she has the capacity to forgive and forget.
Seeking the Light of Justice is the introduction into the moral and spiritual journey of the Hoshiyan Chronicles. The
chronicles deal with the moral and spiritual challenges that have faced man since creation. The legends of the Light of
Justice are spread across numerous cultures and time frames. Professor Yoshua Rosenberg's team of archaeologists is
hot on the trail of the identity of the Light of Justice. Yoshua discovers a 500 year old book binding containing the cover
page of the Hoshiyan Chronicles. After publication, Vatican internet surveillance tags the cover page a sedulous to the
Church. In a well-hidden vault in the bowels of the Vatican, the Pope finds an ancient papal directive to destroy all copies
of the Chronicles. The cover page leads the Israeli scientists to southern Spain, where they discover the sadism of the
Spanish Inquisition. Opening a walled up room, they discover the bodies of 46 people left there to suffocate. Two men, a
father and son are clutching eight books.
Photo-documentary of Peace Corps volunteers serving communities around the world.
His friend's little sister... Sasha Easton has had her eye on Lincoln Walsh--the owner of Club Zodiac--for five years.
Unfortunately, he does nothing but scowl at her and reject her every shy advance. She's not right for him... Lincoln
doesn't have a choice but to discourage Sasha because the truth is that he's a sadist. And Sasha is no masochist. No
matter how much he might want her in his bed, he can't change the type of Dom he is. She's not as innocent as he
thinks... Determined to get Lincoln to see her as more than his business partner's little sister, Sasha delivers an
ultimatum--let her join Club Zodiac or she'll explore her submission elsewhere. Can he train her and let her go? Watching
the only woman he's ever wanted play with another Dom is more than Lincoln can bear, so he finds himself agreeing to
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train her himself. After all, he's confident if he pushes her hard enough, he can protect her from the lifestyle and himself
from admitting the truth about his feelings. See why the Romance Studio said, "Time and time again, Ms. Jameson
infuses her talent for creating pleasurable and entertaining love stories with wonderful characters, a depth of passion and
the joy at discovering your soul mate."
Death or Hell?Three weeks after leaving Rhyn, Katie learns the Immortals have no intention of letting her go despite her
deal with their leader. Rhyn discovers he can only protect her if he accepts his place among the Immortals. However,
doing so may cost him the only thing that matters. Meanwhile, demons are closing in, and Death orders Katie killed.
Death's assassin and the demons pursue them, and Katie will have to choose between Death or Hell to save Rhyn from
both.
Katie didn't send her boyfriend to Hell, but she's going there to bust him out! Katie thinks she's going crazy when a baby
angel and death's personal assistant appear on her doorstep. Both claim she's destined for something great. If she can
survive, that is. She's drawn into a world filled with immortals like Rhyn, an outcast who claims her as his mate in a show
of defiance to his brothers. Katie rescues Rhyn from Hell, and he discovers fast just how special his little human is. With
Death counting his days on one hand, Rhyn must learn to love, before his own time is up and Katie becomes the first
human casualty in the brewing war between immortals. Will the love between a gifted young woman and an immortal
outcast save the world-- or destroy it?
The private journey of the author's experiences while writing the Draoithe Saga. Read the often hilarious issues
encountered by a newbie indie author as she tried to navigate self-publishing. The unadulterated truth no matter how
ridiculous or clueless it made her look. This book was written to give the loyal readers a sense of background while the
saga was being written as well as to offer proof that not only can they do it, but others should write their story. If Ophelia
Kee could do it, anyone can. Sure she made mistakes, but that’s part of the process. Welcome to the dream...
The Quests continue Nestled in the Catskills Mountains of New York, a man awaits his destiny, unaware that his talents
will thrust him into an Interdimensional battle between Good and Evil. Jay Rupert discovers that his roots go far deeper
than having authentic hippies for parents. His first clue is when he manifests the elusive sign that declare him to be a
wizard in the pristine Land Dimension. When he is pulled to the Land to assist in sending the kidnapped Too'ki's home,
time is running out for everyone involved: the star crossed lovers Tracy and Orli, the stranded Too'ki, and the Land itself.
Jay struggles to manifest his birthright and restore order to the Land before time runs out. Forces seem to be conspiring
to work against his efforts, and as Jay grapples with his past, his present, and his future, the entire fate of the
Interdimensional Grid hangs in the balance.
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Now available in one volume, the first three fast-paced, suspense-packed legal thrillers in the Sasha McCandless series by USA
TODAY Bestselling Author Melissa F. Miller! Irreparable Harm (Book 1) After eight long years, Sasha McCandless is about to
make partner at a prestigious law firm. When a plane operated by her client slams into the side of a mountain, killing everyone
aboard, Sasha gears up to defend the inevitable civil lawsuits. She soon realizes the crash was no accident: a developer has
created an application that can control a commercial plane's onboard computer from a smartphone. Sasha joins forces with a
federal air marshal, and they race to prevent another airline disaster. But when people close to the matter start turning up dead,
Sasha must rely on both her legal skills and her Krav Maga training to stop the madman before he kills her. Inadvertent Disclosure
(Book 2) Six months after an airplane crash altered the course of Sasha's professional and personal life, she's focused on building
her solo law practice and tending her budding relationship with federal air marshal Leo Connelly, who helped her stop a madman.
When she drives from Pittsburgh to rural Clear Brook County to argue a discovery motion, she finds a town bitterly divided over
the issue of hydrofracking the Marcellus Shale. Outsiders from the oil and gas industry and environmental activists threaten to rip
apart the community's fabric. Then the town's only judge is murdered, and Sasha can't just walk away. As she works to find the
killer, she must race to save the town before it fractures beyond repair. Irretrievably Broken (Book 3) The venerable law firm of
Prescott & Talbott is reeling from the murder of partner Ellen Mortenson -- purportedly at the hands of her estranged husband -when a photograph of the dead woman arrives, her face Xed out and "ONE DOWN" scrawled across the bottom. Within days, a
second partner is murdered, her husband also accused. Sasha doesn't practice criminal defense, so she's suspicious when her
former firm asks her to represent Ellen's husband. Owing Prescott a favor, she takes the case and soon finds herself representing
not one, but both, of the so-called Lady Lawyer Killers. The long hours jeopardize her relationship with Leo Connelly when he
needs her most. That's the least of Sasha's troubles, though, because what she doesn't know is that the real killer is waging a
vendetta for a past case gone wrong. And there's one more lawyer on his list.
Something sinister lurks in the shadows of Chessa’s mind. Slowly, her reality begins to slip. To make matters worse, her sight has
completely abandoned her. Lost and afraid, she turns to a Vampire who’s lived on the fringes of the Clutch. Sasha prefers the life
of solitude she’s been given. It’s better than the lingering looks of pity that come from every direction on a never-ending loop.
Jake’s death feels as if it were just yesterday. Sora repeatedly tries to open the Rune Gate, but the Goddess’s silence is a
constant reminder of those she must lead. Little does everyone know… time is running out.
Sasha doesn’t want a mate. He barely even wants friends, but he’s given up on trying to keep them out of his life. He’s content
as he is, working at the bar in Gillham and going home to his empty apartment. It’s better that way, and safer—for everyone.
Because Sasha has a secret, and he’s already responsible for one death, and he doesn’t want anything like that to happen again.
Hunter has always been content with hookups and one-night stands. He’s never really thought about finding his mate—until he
does. Sasha is standoffish, and while Hunter wishes he were an easier man to deal with, he’s ready to wait as long as he needs
to in order to have him in his life. Still, when he and his team are sent on a mission in the Brazilian rainforest, he hopes that will
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give Sasha enough time to make a decision about them. Sasha realizes he’s made a mistake by pushing Hunter away when
Hunter doesn’t come back from the mission. Hunter is stuck in a rainforest crawling with members of the Beasts gang, and he
needs help. Will Sasha be able to help him, or will he lose Hunter before he even has him?
SashaeXtasy Books
This book is written for all human beings who suffer from mental, physical, and sexual abuse, every human being with hopes,
dreams, and talents to become what their hearts desire. There’s no perfect person in this world, and just because you’re not
perfect, it doesn’t mean you will not succeed. Put your best foot forward, and give it all you have. We all deserve a good life. Life
is what you make it. May God bless you all!
Transgender author Agnes Borinsky deftly explores gender identity and queer romance in this heart-wrenching debut novel. Alex
feels like he is in the wrong body. His skin feels strange against his bones. And then comes Tracy, who thinks he's adorably
awkward, who wants to kiss him, who makes him feel like a Real Boy. But it is not quite enough. Something is missing. As Alex
grapples with his identity, he finds himself trying on dresses and swiping on lipstick in the quiet of his bedroom. He meets Andre, a
gay boy who is beautiful and unafraid to be who he is. Slowly, Alex begins to realize: maybe his name isn't Alex at all. Maybe it's
Sasha Masha.
Is love too great a risk in a savage new world? Rafael has never intended to settle down or take a mate. He knows firsthand how a
mate bond can destroy a family. This world is too savage for love. He wants nothing to do with Hailey, the pureblooded female
who arrives from Glenn Meadows. So what if she’s fearless, poised, and gorgeous? Not to mention that his wolf is on hers the
moment they meet. Just because his brother changed their plans doesn’t mean he’ll stick around Wolf Hollow like a whipped dog.
Too bad his furry half won’t let him flee. Hailey had all but given up on ever finding a pureblooded male to continue her line. Too
bad the one who shows up in neighboring Wolf Hollow is a complete and utter wretch. His wolf wants to mount hers while his
human half rejects her—repeatedly. Message received. Why does he have to keep chasing her down, awakening dreams and
desires long buried? While their wolves get whatever this is out of their systems, Rafael and Hailey make a pact. The worldly
nomad agrees to teach the sheltered she-wolf how to get by in the wild and become her own alpha rather than submit to her
pack’s leader. Once her survival skills are honed, Rafael will be on his way. But the animal in him won’t give in so easily, not until
man and beast come together to claim Hailey as his mate. Includes link at the back of the ebook to Primal Bonds (Wolf Hollow
Shifters Book 5.5) Exclusive novella picks up where Animal Attraction leaves off with irresistible new characters. Only available
with purchase.
CJ Adams pens a warm and entertaining tale of life with an exceptional dachshund.A friendship that endured paralysis and a cure
through acupuncture and holisticmedicine. You will enjoy every page of this heartwarming journey through the lives of the very
precocious Sasha; the devoted, but not too smart Miniature Pinscher/Chihuahua mix, Squirt; the enduring pack-leader and CJ's
husband, Mel; and CJ, the woman who loves them all with every fiber of her being. All animal lovers understand that each pet that
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comes into our lives is special but that sometimes you are blessed with an extraordinary animal. For CJ that was Sasha. This
memoir is about a cycle of life involving family, friends, paralysis, other pets, aging and loss. When faced with the possibility of
euthanizing a 4-year-old Sasha, a desperate CJ turns to holistic veterinary medicine and acupuncture to save her
ExtraordinaryDachshund and learns how to use this "alternative medicine" to complement traditional veterinary medicine. Be
prepared to laugh out loud, wonder and learn something new. ENJOY!!

The gripping untold story of a terrorist leader whose death would catapult his brother—Lenin—to revolution. In 1886,
Alexander Ulyanov, a brilliant biology student, joined a small group of students at St. Petersburg University to plot the
assassination of Russia’s tsar. Known as “Second First March” for the date of their action, this group failed disastrously
in their mission, and its leaders, Alexander included, were executed. History has largely forgotten Alexander, but for the
most important consequence of his execution: his younger brother, Vladimir, went on to lead the October Revolution of
1917 and head the new Soviet government under his revolutionary pseudonym “Lenin.” Probing the Ulyanov family
archives, historian Philip Pomper uncovers Alexander’s transformation from ascetic student to terrorist, and the impact
his fate had on Lenin. Vividly portraying the psychological dynamics of a family that would change history, Lenin’s
Brother is a perspective-changing glimpse into Lenin’s formative years—and his subsequent behavior as a revolutionary.
Think you know all there is to know about Sasha Cohen? Well, did you know that: ? She grew up in southern California?
? Ice cream is one of her favorite foods? ? She won a gold medal at the 2006 U.S. National Championships? Sasha
Cohen fell in love with figure skating when she was seven years old. She quickly became a fierce competitor and by age
fifteen, she was skating with the best in the world. At the 2002 Winter Games in Salt Lake City, Utah, she finished in
fourth place-just missing a medal. She spent the next four years working to improve. See how this elegant skater made it
to the top!
Trouble Takes a Holiday… Though for Cary Redmond, meeting her shifter boyfriend’s mother for the first time doesn’t
feel much like a vacation. Dealing with Deacon’s gorgeous ex-girlfriend, his complicated family, the truth about who he
really is, her faery mentor’s emotional declarations, and the troublesome conflict escalating between the leopards and
the cougars just adds spice to an already interesting month. Cary’s used to surviving in the midst of chaos and
impending preternatural wars. The real trick will be surviving Deacon’s protective mother who just happens to be the
Queen of the Leopards. Life in Cary’s seventh year as a Protector just keeps getting more interesting. And more deadly.
The Alpha By: Brooklyn Pandora has had the same dream since she was seven. She dreams of a cottage in a clearing
and a white wolf chasing her through the woods. When one day her dream shows her more than she has ever seen
before, she sets out on a journey with her two best friends to discover who or what she truly is.
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Marta couldn't sleep. She tossed and turned, beat up her pillow, changed positions a million times, covered up and
uncovered, but sleep was not to be. She kept imagining the type of cruel people that would hunt a dragon, let alone a she
dragon. How would they get that close to her without her knowledge? Was a friend or someone sent to collect the eggs
before the hatching? All these thoughts kept circling in Marta's thoughts. When she did finally dose off, her dreams were
filled with terrible screams and vicious battle cries. And blood, the sacred blood of the dragon mixed with the tainted
blood of the criminals, except this blood was Namahline's. Waking with a start and barely stopping a scream herself,
Marta slipped from her room out to the crutch. As she entered Nama lifted her head gazing on Marta with sleepy eyes.
“What brings you here in the middle of night, Marta?” “I am troubled with dreams when I do sleep and sleeplessness
when I can't.” “Would you care to sit with me awhile, then?” “Yes, Namahline, you are a great friend.” Marta stepped
into Nama's stall and curled into her side. Nama exuded a calming mind chant and soon Marta was sleeping quite
peacefully.
Dr. Michael Newton, best-selling author of Journey of Souls and Destiny of Souls, returns with a series of case studies
that highlight the profound impact of spiritual regression on people’s everyday lives. Edited by Dr. Newton, these
fascinating true accounts from around the world are handpicked and presented by Life Between Lives hypnotherapists
certified by the Newton Institute. After recalling memories of their afterlife, the people in these studies embarked on lifechanging spiritual journeys—reuniting with soul mates and spirit guides, and discovering the ramifications of life and body
choices, love relationships, and dreams by communing with their immortal souls. As gems of self-knowledge are
revealed, dramatic epiphanies result, enabling these ordinary people to understand adversity in their lives, find emotional
healing, realize their true purpose, and forever enrich their lives with new meaning.
Secret missions, mysterious packages and alien warriors. Sounds like trouble...or romance. On a secret mission to
rescue a young royal from a prison cell on an alien warship, Lumerian Knight Taeger Norasair never expects to find a
beautiful human woman among the prisoners. Even more puzzling is her refusal to leave. Unwilling to leave her behind,
he throws her over his shoulder and makes a dash for freedom. Savage. Alien. Beast. How dare the huge alien warrior
scoop her up like a damsel in distress? Cassie has a mission to complete, and she intends to see it through no matter
how much she longs to surrender to Taeger's passionate embrace. Read now! **If you love romance in the style of Grace
Goodwin, Nalini Singh, Christine Feehan, J.R. Ward, Lara Adrian, S. E. Smith, Ruby Dixon and out-of-this world outer
space adventures like The Expanse, Star Trek, Star Wars and Stargate, be sure to read Bestselling Author Becca
Brayden's exciting science fiction and paranormal romance book series! Aliens, adventure, and hot romance all in one
place! Tags: alien romance, sci-fi romance, science fiction romance, paranormal romance, psychic romance, shifter,
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space fleet, space opera, interstellar, intergalactic, brides, shifter, mate, alien mate, fated mate, scifi romance, scifi alien
romance, Colony, colonization, space fleet, Warrior, Hunter, Cyborg, Lumerian Knights, Alien King, royal romance,
ancient warriors, bbw, psychic romance, genetic engineering, Dark ones, Vilitos, Lumerian crystals, space battle, Earth
based alien colony, action and adventure, multicultural romance, new adult, hot romance, military, alien wars
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